
Top 10 reads 
Most popular titles borrowed 

 

 
Life is not safe for the other animals, as the villainous Highway Rat gallops along the highway, stealing their 
food. Clover from a rabbit; nuts from a squirrel - he even steals his own horse's hay. Then he finally meets 
his comeuppance, in the form of a cunning duck. 
 

 Premier’s Reading Challenge K-2 
 

 

 
Chi is a mischievous newborn American shorthair who, while on a leisurely stroll with her family, found 
herself lost. 
 

 Junior graphic novel 

 

 
George and Johnny work in a gold mine.  They make tunnels under the ground to find rocks which have gold 
inside. 
 

 Beginner reader 

 

 
This book is based on a story told by George Mung Mung Lirrmiyarri, of the Kija people, to Aboriginal children 
living in Warmun (Turkey Creek), Western Australia. The illustrations are adapted from their original paintings 
of the story. 
 

 Premier’s Reading Challenge 3-4 
 Junior Non Fiction 

 



New arrivals 

 

 
She eats. She sleeps. She scratches. And like all grandmas, she thinks her grandson is the best-behaved 
baby ever. But this baby wombat has other ideas. 
 

 A picture book for all ages from the popular wombat series 
 

 

 
Annabella Jones decides that today she will be a proper little lady and sets off to play in her very best 
dress! But the Proper Little Lady runs into all sorts of adventures - climbing trees, even playing football 
and arrives home looking a little less proper! 
 

 A picture book for all ages 
 
 

 

 
Chocolate or vanilla? Creamy peanut butter or crunchy? Cats or dogs? On some matters in life, every kid 
must take a stance. Ever since the first youngster in history had a pet, cats vs. dogs has been a hotly 
debated issue at recesses and lunch tables worldwide. Which one's better? Smarter? This reader presents 
the facts in fun and informative fashion. Kids will love the stimulating Level 3 text as they decide the 
answer to this question for themselves.. 
 

 Beginner reader. 
 

 



Must reads 

 

 
Mr Hoppy loves Mrs Silver. Mrs Silver loves Alfie the tortoise. Sometimes Mr Happy wishes he could 
become a tortoise. Until one day he finds a way to win Mrs Silver's heart, with the help of a little magic 
and some cabbage. 
 

 A great story for newly confident readers 
 Premier’s Reading Challenge 3-4 

 

 

 
An Australian counting book with beautiful images. 
 

 Junior Non Fiction 
 Premier’s Reading Challenge K-2 

 

 

 
While trying his best to help a penguin that has shown up at his door, a boy journeys all the way to the 
South Pole, only to realize that the penguin was never lost. 
 

 A picture book for all ages 

 Premier’s Reading Challenge K-2 
 

 


